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What it means to be Christ-centred

DATES
FOR YOUR
DIARY

“But thanks be to God, who always leads us in triumphal
procession in Christ and through us spreads everywhere
the fragrance of the knowledge of him. For we are to God
the aroma of Christ among those who are being
saved and those who are perishing,”

contents

2 Corinthians 2:14-15

The Aroma
of Christ
Smells often stir up memories and can leave
a lasting impression on us.
Last September Fiona Davidson, TLMNI
Board Chairperson, and I travelled to
Ethiopia to participate in TLM Global
Fellowship meetings (you can read more
about our trip on page 6) where our
new Global Strategy, 2019 – 2023, was
unanimously adopted by all members. This
document outlines the long-term change
we want to see in our world as well as the
priorities we will focus on for the period
of the 2023 strategy (see page 4 for more
information).
Our Christian identity and mission is at the
core of who we are and inspires us in all
we do. In our strategy we describe this as
being Christ-Centred. As we seek to enable
transformation, we are called to be like Jesus
– full of compassion and love but also with a
holy anger at injustice and oppression.

Christ at the centre
	How we are responding to God’s
call to bring transformation to
people and communities
Joanne Briggs (left), Tanny Hagens, TLM Ethiopia
Country Leader, and Fiona Davidson, TLMNI
Chairperson, at TLM’s Global Fellowship meeting in
Ethiopia, September 2018.

But what does it mean to be Christ-centred?
How do we base all that we do on who
The front cover photo explained:
Dr Helen travels to remote parts of
India to find hidden
cases of leprosy
and to bring
treatment and
healing. You can
read more about
her work on
INSIDE
page 4.
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In the varied, diverse and challenging
contexts that we work in, we are called to
spread his aroma, like a carefully placed
perfume diffuser. We can’t do everything, but
we can bring something of ‘his aroma’ into
a particular setting, circumstance or need.
Others should notice our smell and be eager
to know the source.

Your gifts are a sweet aroma that help us
defeat leprosy and enable those affected by
this cruel disease to live transformed lives.
On their behalf I say: thank you!

of transformat
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Photos in this magazine by: Tom Bradley,
Kate Gent, Claire Tuck and Zoe Bunter

a year of hope
	Find out how your response to

06	“I saw God’s love
demonstrated in the
	most practical and
healing ways”
	Fiona Davidson, TLMNI’s Chair,
shares her first experience of
visiting TLM projects in Africa

08	A celebration of life
 nna Molloy’s life was not easy,
A
but her faithful support of TLM
has left a lasting impact

10
Joanne Briggs, TLMNI National Director
You can read and download TLM’s
new Global Strategy on our website,
www.tlm-ni.org

Contact Us
The Leprosy Mission Northern Ireland
Lagan House, 2a Queen’s Road
Lisburn BT27 4TZ
Telephone: 028 9262 9500
Email: info@tlm-ni.org
Website: www.tlm-ni.org
Facebook.com/tlmni

National Director: Joanne Briggs
Church & School Engagement Officer: Peter Hilton
Office & Finance Manager: Joy Jamieson
Database Administrator: Hazel Coulter
Chairperson of Board of Trustees: Fiona Davidson

Registered Charity No: NIC106322
A Company Limited by Guarantee registered in Northern Ireland No: NI640401

Founded in 1874, The Leprosy Mission is an international Christian development organisation
working in over 30 countries. Our vision is a world where leprosy is defeated, and lives are
transformed. Following Jesus Christ, we strive to break the chains of leprosy, empowering people
to attain healing, dignity and life in all its fullness. The Leprosy Mission Northern Ireland engages
and educates people to help resource and support life-changing work in leprosy-affected countries.
InTouch is published three times a year by The Leprosy Mission Northern Ireland.

What do you do with
your used stamps?
TLMNI can turn your old stamps into cash that enables us to
help those affected by leprosy. In 2018, we raised over £5,000
through the sale of used stamps! Please don’t throw your
envelopes in the bin. Tear off the stamp and donate them to us.

Did you know that we also
recycle printer cartridges?

“I was an outcast”

If you have any used cartridges, you are welcome to drop
them into the office during our normal opening hours.
(Unfortunately, we cannot accept Epsom, Kodak or any
restored ink cartridges).

 mar, a member of TLM
A
International’s Board, shares his
powerful story of suffering and
transformation

Small change that makes
a big difference
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The L word
	What is the ‘L’ word and why
don’t we use it?

D

A celebratio

Plus lots

What is true for us as an organisation is also
true for us individually. It’s only thanks to
your support and your generosity that we
are able to be the hands and feet of Jesus in
some of the poorest and most marginalised
communities in our world today. Your gifts
enable us to reach out to those who others
have forgotten and to support communities
that few people from Northern Ireland will
have the opportunity to visit.

Nagammal, a leprosy-affected person

05	Your gifts will make 2019
our Advent Appeal is making a
difference

Jesus is and our faith in him? In this issue
of InTouch, we will be exploring more about
what this looks like in practice for TLM. Each
article in this issue will look at one aspect of
being Christ-centred, from serving others, to
being part of the body of Christ, to inclusion
of the marginalised, to loving and caring
for the lonely and broken-hearted. For me,
simply, it’s about being ‘the aroma of Christ’
to all those we come into contact with.

I know that Jesus works
through each of the people
involved in The Leprosy
Mission. When people from
TLM visit my house, it is as if Jesus
himself has come to visit me.”

Make 2019 a year of action: put a date in your
diary to fundraise for TLM. If five people held a
coffee morning and raised £200 each, it could
have a big impact on our work. £1,000 could buy
building materials for a low-cost house for a
leprosy-affected person.
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What is your favourite smell? Freshly-baked bread? A perfume?
Flowers? A new-born baby’s skin?
We all have our favourites. We also know
what a bad smell is!
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It’s easy and fun to put a Leprosy Mission moneybox in your
home, church, workplace or local shop. You can help raise
funds in small change to create big change for leprosy-affected
people this year.
Contact Joy at the office for more information on
028 9262 9500 or joy@tlm-ni.org

What is LEPROSY?
Leprosy still exists. Over 200,000 people are still being diagnosed
with the disease each year. The first signs of leprosy are nodules
or pale or reddish patches on the skin. It’s a mildly infectious
disease and a cure is available; in most cases it is easily treated
with a simple course of antibiotics. However, if leprosy is not
treated early enough, the bacteria attack the nerves leading
to loss of sensation in the hands and feet which can result in
disability. Globally, around five million people live with the
consequences of leprosy.

Leprosy is most common in places of poverty – overcrowding and
poor nutrition mean people’s immune systems are not strong and
they are less able to fight the disease.
The Leprosy Mission Northern Ireland funds and supports
projects in Ethiopia, India, Nepal, Nigeria, Tanzania and
Bangladesh. These projects include housing, hospitals,
education, community healthcare, vocational training,
rehabilitation and research.

New Global Strategy

Thank you!
“Let us run with perseverance the race marked
out for us, fixing our eyes on Jesus,
the pioneer and perfecter of faith,”

Your gifts will
make 2019 a
year of hope

Hebrews 12: 1-2

When Wellesley Bailey, TLM’s founder, set sail for
India in 1869, he believed he was being called
there to be a teacher. Instead, when he arrived,
he saw the devastating effects of leprosy and
the course of his life was forever changed.
He realised that God had a different plan for
him and he said at the time: “If there was ever
a Christ-like work in the world, it was to go
amongst these poor sufferers and bring them
the consolation of the gospel.”

PEOPLE: We value all our staff, volunteers
and supporters, and we will invest in
them to bring the best out of everyone
connected to TLM.
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Raju, with his daughter, was found and diagnosed by a
Leprosy Mission team on a remote Indian island
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She has had numbness in her hands and feet
for some time, and in the last eight months
has started to develop ulcers on them. Her
husband and son have been very worried
about her. She tried to get help, but local
medical workers did not know what was
wrong; at one point they told her she had a
nail infection.

FU
ND

Working
with Others

Demonstrating
Personal
Qualities

CHU

In order to deliver on this strategy,
we will intentionally invest in four
key enabling areas: Members and
People, Fundraising, Church and
Partnership, and Advocacy. Our aims
for 2023 are all significant steps
towards our long-term ambitions.

Give thanks for all staff,
volunteers and supporters
around the world who work so
hard to keep Jesus
at the centre of
The Leprosy
Mission.

FUNDRAISING: Your incredible and
generous support enables lives to be
transformed and leprosy to be defeated.
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Today The Leprosy Mission responds to the
call to show God’s love and to march under
his banner (Exodus 17:15). His banner is our Our strategy is centred on Christ,
identity and strength. We know that nothing iswith a main priority of reducing
transmission as we work towards
impossible with God, ‘the Lord our provider’, and
our long term goal of zero leprosy
transmission by 2035. This links in
so we dare to think big in defeating leprosy and
with our two other focus areas,
disability and discrimination.
transforming lives.

GMA

You can still make a difference to
Dr Helen’s team, and to other medical
teams like hers, by giving a regular gift
or one-off donation. You can use the
enclosed form or visit our website:
www.tlm-ni.org

Anna lives in a very rural part of Tanzania. She
has never been to school, so she doesn’t know
her age.

OUR STRATEGIC
PRIORITIES

Our Christian identity is at the core of who we
IA
GOALS are and inspires us in all we do. We believe God
is calling us to bring new life to those affected
by leprosy and to those at risk of being affected
T
by the disease in years to come. We see our
progress towards our strategic goals as our part
in God’s plan to bring about transformation.

THERE IS
STILL TIME
TO REACH
OUT TO
FORGOTTEN
PEOPLE

Our strategic priorities for the next five years and
beyond, and how we will make them happen

But thanks to a TLM-funded mobile clinic, Anna
was found, and her leprosy was diagnosed.
She is now receiving the treatment and the
help she needs.

TOWARDS
ZERO LEPROSY
DISCRIMINATION
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As a global Christian organisation,
we believe that we can only achieve
our vision of ‘leprosy defeated,
lives transformed’ if Jesus is at the
centre of everything we do.

John 20:21

Your support is helping us find people in
remote parts of India and Africa, people
like Raju and Anna...

Christ at the centre
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CHURCH PARTNERSHIPS: Your church is
vital to TLM’s growth and we aim to nurture
and develop these relationships to defeat
the power of this disease.

ADVOCACY: Raising awareness of
leprosy and the rights of leprosyaffected people will be a core part of
every programme delivered.
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“Peace be with
you! As the Father
has sent me, I am
sending you,”

Kate Gent

04

This has only been possible thanks to your
support. It is for people like Anna that we
asked you to give to our Advent appeal last
year. And you have responded so generously!
You may remember the story of Raju from our
appeal; he lives on a very remote Island in India
and was diagnosed with leprosy by Dr Helen,
one of TLM’s doctors, who was part of one of
our medical outreach teams. We told you that,

Thank you!

if we do not come, there is nobody else.
Your support is helping to fund doctors and
medical staff to reach remote areas in India,
Tanzania and Nepal where good-quality
healthcare is not easily accessible.
As Anna’s leprosy was not caught early
and she has only recently started taking
medication, it is more likely that the disease
could have been transmitted to friends and
family members. This means that the TLMsupported Community Health and Education
team who found Anna will need to make
regular visits back to her village to test others
for leprosy. But the good news is – they will be
able to prevent more people from experiencing
the disabilities that Anna, sadly, now has to
live with.
Anna and her family are incredibly grateful
to the team who treated her – and we are
incredibly grateful to YOU for enabling us to
reach people in need who would otherwise be
forgotten and neglected.
Thank you for making sure that 2019 will be a
year of hope for people like Anna and Raju!

Anna receiving treatment

Pray for protection and good
health for Dr Helen and
other TLM medical teams as
they travel to remote areas
to cure and care for people
affected by leprosy.

You can view and download ASK 2019, our annual prayer guide, from www.tlm-ni.org
Or you can order hard copies from the office on 028 9262 9500.
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Christ-centred: serving others

“I SUFFERED A LOT BUT
NOW I WIN!”

“The Son of Man did not come
to be served, but to serve,”
Mark 10:45

One day Birke noticed a strange-looking
patch on her face. Her grandmother used
traditional herbal remedies to try to heal her,
but it made no difference.

“I saw God’s love
demonstrated in
the most practical
and healing ways”
Fiona Davidson, TLMNI’s Chairperson, reports back on her visit to
Ethiopia last year and explains what motivates her to volunteer with TLM
When I joined the board of The Leprosy
Mission NI in September 2012, I had a
knowing in my spirit that one day I would be
in a leprosy hospital in Africa. Six years on
that knowing in my spirit became a real, lived
experience.
Joanne Briggs and I arrived at Addis Ababa
International Airport at 5.30am on 18
September 2018, just as the sun was rising.
Through the glass panels of the terminal
building I got my first glimpse of Africa.
As Joanne and I waited for the transfer bus
to take us to our accommodation, I stood
in the airport carpark – not like either that
at Aldergrove or George Best City – with
passengers, people, taxis and luggage
everywhere.
After a short transfer, we arrived at our hotel,
the base for TLM’s annual Global Fellowship
meeting for the next few days.

It is experiences
such as these
that serve to
make us more
committed, more
passionate, and
more loving to
people in need”

Visiting projects and people
By 8am Joanne and I were back in the lobby
waiting for our guides from TLM Ethiopia to
arrive and escort us on our field trips for the
day.
Our first visit was to ALERT hospital, the
major leprosy referral hospital for the city
and surrounding area. Here, people are
diagnosed, receive multi-drug therapy
treatment and can be treated as an in-patient
for leprosy reactions or reconstructive
surgery. Patients can also access
physiotherapy and occupational therapy
clinics.
The out-patient clinic was in full swing as we
arrived. There was no comfortable waiting
area for the patients, like we would have
in Northern Ireland. However, they were
being cared for and afforded all the dignity
and respect that health care professionals
could offer, even in a challenging physical
environment.

Essential surgery and physiotherapy
Our visit enabled us to see the rehabilitative
work of the physiotherapy department where
a 10-year-old girl was starting her treatment
after surgery for a contracture (clawing)
of her hand. Both the surgery and the
rehab physio are essential to increase her
opportunities of completing an education
and gaining employment. The burden of
lifelong disability for children affected by
leprosy is immense and so early treatment is
essential to reduce the impact.

Joanne Briggs and Fiona Davidson
outside the Alvra Hostel

Eventually she was taken to ALERT hospital
in Ethiopia and diagnosed with leprosy.
When her family and community found out
they became very fearful; they believed that
leprosy was untreatable and that it was
highly contagious. Instead of hiding away,
Birke became more determined to get better.
She saved her own money, secretly went to
the hospital and underwent treatment for
two and a half years.
Birke’s spirit of determination carried her
through her recovery and, while at the
hospital, she received training in embroidery.

Fiona Davidson (right), with Tanny Hagens,
TLM Ethiopia’s Country Leader

As we walked through the hospital corridors,
we saw patients waiting to have the
ulceration of their feet checked and dressed.
As a chiropodist by training, this part of the
hospital’s work is very dear to my heart.
Leprosy, attacking as it does the nerve
endings in the feet, can leave them numb,
meaning that people do not feel pain, injury
or infection.

Uniquely-made shoes and sandals

Wellesley Bailey Awards dinner (from left): Joanne
Briggs, Peter Waddup, TLM England and Wales
Country Leader, Mrs Braide Ekanem, TLM Nigeria
Board Chair and Fiona Davidson

by Leprosy) to meet the Board members,
all of whom are leprosy affected. We were
humbled by their coffee-making ceremony
to greet us. We toured the Alvra hostel, a
shelter for those waiting to be admitted
to ALERT hospital who are homeless or
have nowhere to stay in the city. TLMNI has
supported the hostel by providing food and
shelter. Whilst basic, facilities offer a safe
place to sleep, wash and eat.

The prosthetic (limb making) and orthotic
(footwear making) department, whilst
far from a modern facility, was designing
bespoke orthopaedic sandals and shoes
and artificial limbs for those with below- or
above-knee amputations. As we were shown
how these were made, I was fascinated by
the ingenuity that had led them to create
soles for the shoes and sandals out of tyre
rubber. The interpreter explained to me
that it was the most hard-wearing material
around and, I have to admit, it made perfect
sense!

Our last visit of the day was to a weaving
and embroidery workshop run by Birke (see
her story on the right). Here both women
and men affected by leprosy are given the
opportunity to learn new skills in thread
making, loom weaving and embroidery. The
products of which are then sold locally. This
integrates leprosy-affected people with the
local community and gives them a selfsustaining livelihood. It is almost impossible
not to just stand and watch in amazement as
someone who has lost fingers on one or both
hands spins thread or embroiders.

As I stood in the warm Ethiopian sunshine
that Tuesday morning my heart was heavy
with the burden of suffering that these
patients were having to carry as a result
of the disease but also consoled that here
the love of God was being demonstrated in
the most practical, healing and restoring of
ways.

Showing Jesus’ compassion

Safe shelter
Our next visit was to ENAPAL (Ethiopia
National Association for Persons Affected

In that one day of field visits, I witnessed
Jesus’ compassion for people affected by
leprosy. It is experiences such as these that
serve to make us more committed, more
passionate and more loving to people in
need. The man with leprosy asked Jesus if
he was willing to heal him (Luke 5:12), and
Jesus’ response was clear that he was. Today,
The Leprosy Mission’s response to that
question is the same - we are willing.

Thanks to the training she received, Birke
was able to set up working groups to
produce local handicrafts. Many of the
women involved in these groups used to
beg on the streets – now they are learning
a skill and earning an income. But Birke
hasn’t stopped there – she has also set up
a Leprosy Women’s Association to teach
people affected by leprosy about their rights
and to advocate on behalf of those who are
marginalised.
Birkes’s advocacy efforts have led to an
improvement in knowledge about leprosy in
the local area, particularly in schools so that

Winners of the 2018 Wellesley Bailey awards,
Kofi Nyarko and Birke Nigatu Teka

children with parents who have leprosy no
longer face discrimination.
In September 2018, Birke was delighted to
receive a Wellesley Bailey Award from The
Leprosy Mission in recognition of all that she
has achieved for women affected by leprosy
in Ethiopia.
“Because of your energies, passion and
commitment, I can stand here today a
winner,” Birke said when she received the
award at TLM’s annual Global Fellowship
meetings in Addis Ababa last year. “Not just
of the award, but in life! Now I have a good
life, a good salary, a good family. Now I am
free from stigma and discrimination!”

A group of leprosy-affected women at Birke’s embroidery and weaving workshop

Thank you Lord for all of those reading this who commit
prayerfully and financially to support TLMNI. Their support
urges us on to see leprosy defeated and many more lives
transformed.
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Christ-centred: church partnerships

On Wednesday 17 October, Joanne Briggs, members of
Anna’s family and a small group of parishioners, gathered
at St Columb’s Cathedral. There, Joanne was presented
with a cheque for The Leprosy Mission NI for £1,100,
by the Very Reverend Raymond Stewart, most of which
had been raised in lieu of presents from Anna’s birthday
celebrations.

“Let us not become weary in doing good, for
at the proper time we will reap a harvest if
we do not give up,” Galatians 6:9

A celebration
of life
Anna Matilda Molloy
27 July 1928 to 23 Sep 2018

Anna Molloy experienced great loss in her life
and yet she will be remembered as someone who
gave so much to others. Anna’s story shows that
even in the seemingly small things we do, huge
things can be achieved
When Anna was asked what gifts she would
like for her 90th birthday, she replied that
she had everything she needed; “Gifts
are unnecessary at my age,” she insisted.
Instead she asked friends and family to give
a gift to The Leprosy Mission.
On July 27 2018, as close friends and family
gathered to celebrate Anna’s birthday at
her home in Portlough, Donegal, Anna
was delighted to learn that together they
had raised £925 – a wonderful gift for
The Leprosy Mission. Joanne Briggs made
arrangements with Anna and her family
to meet later in the year to accept the
contribution.
Sadly, on 23 September, before the planned
meeting could occur, Anna passed away.

Thinking of others
What had led to Anna’s generous decision to
think of others, particularly people affected
by leprosy, on her birthday?
For 23 years Anna Molloy was Secretary
of The Leprosy Mission for Saint Columb’s
Cathedral in Londonderry, the church she
attended ever since she married her husband

Anna loved to
encourage people
in the church
community to give

Harry in 1952. And a role
she only retired from
quite recently.

Great compassion
Anna loved to encourage
people in the church
community to give, to make a
difference to the lives of people
in need, people who she’d
never met but people whose
suffering she felt great
compassion for.
This may have been
because Anna had
experienced her own
share of suffering and
it was, in part, these
experiences that led to
her taking on The Leprosy
Mission secretary role.
Two years after Anna
married Harry, they had
their first daughter, Doreen.
Another girl Pauline arrived
in 1956 and then Norma in
1958. But when Doreen was
just three years old, and a
few months before Norma
was born, she was taken
seriously ill and died suddenly
in hospital. The whole family
were devastated.

A tragic loss
Sadly, this was not to be their
only tragic loss.

A wonderful legacy

Joanne Briggs with some of Anna’s family,
friends and St Columb’s church leaders

Anna has left a wonderful legacy – not only a continuing
and strong church partnership between TLMNI and
St Columb’s Cathedral, but also significant change in the
lives of people she has never met living in places she has
never visited. But thanks to her commitment, and her
determination, she has been the hands and feet of Jesus
to some of the most marginalised people in the world.

In 1994, Anna and Harry were given the shattering news
that Norma had been killed in a road accident. She was
just 35 and left behind her husband Trevor and two
young sons.
In the midst of their grief, Anna, Harry and Pauline were
comforted and supported by their church community at
St Columb’s and also by the then Dean Cecil Orr.

A new role
In fact, it was Dean Orr who believed Anna would benefit
from taking on a new role, something that would give
her some encouragement and meaning during the dark
times she was facing. And so, Dean Orr, along with
Anna’s friend May Forbes, who had invited Anna to join
the Mothers’ Union in 1961, asked Anna to become the
new secretary for The Leprosy Mission, a role May had
recently retired from.

Give thanks for church
representatives past and present
and for the faithful support many
churches in Northern Ireland give to
TLM. Also remember, at this time,
Anna’s family and others who have
recently lost loved ones.

Anna took up the role with enthusiasm and was
regularly in contact with the office, requesting more
collection boxes and literature, such as the annual
prayer guide and InTouch, to make available to church
members. In spite of her difficult family circumstances,
she gave of her own time freely.

TLMNI has 246 church
representatives across
Northern Ireland
helping support our
work.

Heart for the poor
For 23 years Anna was the face of The Leprosy Mission
in the Cathedral. She encouraged people to pray and
to give, explaining to adults and children the crucial
work being carried out, thanks to their support, to
bring transformation to the lives of people in real need.
Even as she passed this mantel on to Morris, May’s
son, her heart for the poor and the outcast continued –
evidenced by her selfless request on her 90th Birthday.

For 23 years, Anna
was the face of The
Leprosy Mission in the
Cathedral

GET INVOLVED:
CHURCH REPRESENTATIVES

Some of TLMNI’s Church representatives,
with Joanne Briggs (right)

Part of being Christ-centred, means being part of the body of Christ. One of the key ways we aim to demonstrate our belief in the
transformational power of the local church is through building strong church partnerships. Church representatives like Anna play a
vital role in connecting the work of TLM with the local church for prayer and support. If you would like to find out more about this role
and what it involves, we would love to hear from you! You can contact the office on 028 9262 9500 or email info@tlm-ni.org
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Christ-centred – accepting people society rejects
“Therefore, if anyone is in
Christ, the new creation
has come. The old has
gone, the new is here,”

“I was an
outcast in the
midst of my own people”
2 Corinthians 5:17

Amar’s early life was marred by
rejection, but thanks to Anandaban
hospital and the faithful witness
of TLM staff, his life has been
completely transformed

It is my heart’s desire to reach every
person affected by leprosy and to
share the love of Jesus with them.
I shall continue to do so everywhere
I go. For I imagine a world free
of leprosy, free of stigma, free of
derision and free of hatred.

When I was 10, I developed an unknown
disease. My health worsened day by day.
I was taken to witch doctors, but nothing
helped.

I was still too young to understand the
consequence of this diagnosis. But the
expression on my parents’ faces was clear
enough to suggest that things were very,
very serious.
My parents left me at Anandaban for further
treatment and went home. I stayed there for
about three months.

No-one came near me
When I returned to my village, I found
that the sea of relatives I had grown up
with had turned into a desert of strangers.
No-one was willing to come near me. I was
an outcast in the midst of my own people.
I wept bitterly. For a child, the pain of being
deprived of a mother’s touch and father’s
stroke is next to death.
Every now and then, I visited Anandaban
Hospital to keep track of my recovery. At
every visit, I was admitted for investigation.

Medicine might
cure the blot on
the skin; only love
and compassion
can heal our hearts

Amar (centre) with colleagues in Nepal.
Amar is the principal of a school in Kathmandu, the president of IDEA Nepal, and serves as a board
member of TLM International and is on the advisory panel of people affected by leprosy for ILEP.

During those intermittent stays at the
hospital, I received great motivation, love
and encouragement from the staff.
Back at home, everyone knew I had leprosy.
I was isolated even by my closest relatives
and friends. Social gatherings, feasts and
parties were out-of-bounds for me. All I did
was languish at home and weep out the
whole of my heart.
Worst of all, I lost my school! The teachers
and my peers were scared of me; no-one
wanted to exchange a word with me, and I
became a subject of derision.
Then, one day, one of the doctors at
Anandaban Hospital recommended that I
attend St Xavier’s Social Service Centre – an
orphanage – for my education. I was obliged
to accept the offer and I stayed there as an
‘orphan’ though my parents were still alive.
After I completed my higher studies, I started
working as a primary school teacher in
Kathmandu.

The worst moment in my life
One day, my father informed me that it was
time for me to get married. He had found a
suitable girl for me from a distant village. We
got married and everything was going well
until my wife came to know that I had once

Since then, life has been quite
different. I have been living more
for others than for myself. I have
travelled to almost all the nooks
and crannies of my country and,
also, to many countries of the world.
The people I have met during these
travels, especially those affected by
leprosy, have made me realise that
compassion is the biggest binding
cord in the world. Medicine might
cure the blot on the skin; only love
and compassion can heal our hearts.

My heart’s desire

“I am a person affected by leprosy. I was
born in a remote village of Nepal into a poor
family.

Eventually, I was taken to see a senior doctor
at a hospital in Kathmandu who advised me
to visit TLM’s Anandaban Leprosy Hospital.
There, I was diagnosed with leprosy. Life has
never been the same since.

Leader. Mr Adhikari invited me to his
church to lead me further in my faith
journey. With his help, I accepted
Christ as Lord and Saviour.

had leprosy. Straight away her behaviour
changed. Eventually I was compelled to sign
the divorce papers. That was probably the
worst moment in my life.
Sometime later I found my soul mate, with
whom I shared all my stories. She accepted
me, and we got married and now have two
children.
We stayed in Kathmandu and I continued
working as a teacher. I also became involved
with leprosy organisations such as IDEA
Nepal.

Learning about the love of Jesus
In 2015, as the chairman of IDEA, a TLM
partner organisation, I was invited to join
The Leprosy Mission Nepal’s Annual Country
Learning meetings. I enjoyed the morning
devotional sessions led by Sheldon Rankin,
National Director for TLM Australia. There,
I learned about the love of Jesus to people
affected by leprosy. Mr Sheldon shared
the message in such a way that touched
my heart. At that time, I wanted to raise
up my hand and say, “Yes I want to believe
in Jesus,” but I thought that it was not a
suitable time.
Immediately after the session I shared my
feelings with Pastor Ashok Adhikari and
Mr Shovakhar Kandel, TLM Nepal Country

Before I believed in Jesus, I was
worried about my life. My mind was
full of anxieties. But now I do not
worry about my future; neither do
I worry about my present. I have
surrendered myself to the Lord and
he has a proper plan for me; plans
to prosper me but not to harm me
(Jeremiah 29:11). God not only has
plans for me but for every individual
who believes in him.
Today, people from my home village,
my friends and family, regard me as a
dignified person and I am respected
and welcomed to everyone’s home.
I know what it feels like to have
leprosy, and the stigma associated
with it. I shall, throughout my life,
work to restore leprosy-affected
people back to normal life, the life of
dignity.
Had I not suffered from leprosy, I
wouldn’t have come to know the
love of Christ. Thus, I pray that
all the friends affected by leprosy
around the globe, like me, may feel
the love of Jesus and enjoy new and
regenerated life. I am happy today
and want to see happiness in the
faces of my brothers and sisters
around the globe.”

Pray that leprosy-affected
people who are facing
stigma and rejection will
be filled with hope and will
experience the love,
care and support
they need.

The ‘L’ word
What is the ‘L’ word and why don’t we use it?
The word ’leper’ is one of those words which,
although was once in common usage across
the English-speaking world to describe a
person affected by leprosy, is considered a
derogatory and dehumanising term today.

In cases where we have heard the word used
on the radio or television, or seen it used in
printed media, we have contacted relevant
individuals to explain why we advocate
against it being used.

Sadly, over time, the word has become
synonymous with social ostracisation.
Adding to the stigma and discrimination
already experienced by people diagnosed
with the disease.

One of the simplest ways we can show
Jesus’ love and acceptance of all people is
by making sure that the language we use
promotes dignity and focuses on a person’s
qualities rather than disabilities. This is
why we advocate for using the term ‘people
affected by leprosy’.

As an organisation we never use the term
and we discourage others from using it too.

Talking it Over resource

Around 50 per cent* of people affected by leprosy will face
mental health issues. Often those with leprosy say that the
stigma they face is worse than the physical effects of the
disease, as you can see from Amar’s story on page 10. For
many leprosy patients, the counsellors they meet in our
hospitals are the first people who have listened to their
stories and the tragic experiences that leprosy has inflicted
on their lives.
This is why we have developed Talking it Over – a brand
new resource for young people that explores through
games, stories and craft activities, the amazing impact that
a listening ear can have on people’s lives. It also offers the
group the opportunity to partner with The Leprosy Mission
and fund the life-changing work of its counsellors.
You can download a copy on our website
www.tlm-ni.org, or you can call the office on
028 9262 9500 to request a copy.
*According to research carried out by LEPRA
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Make 2019 a year of action

4 ways
you can
take
action
today
1 Give

It is only thanks to your
generosity that we can make a
difference to leprosy-affected
people’s lives. You can give
online at www.tlm-ni.org or
return the enclosed form.

2 Pray

Use the enclosed issue of Prayer
Fuel to help you pray – this
issue focuses on mental health
and leprosy.

3 Advocate

There are lots of ways to raise
awareness of leprosy and the
work of TLM, find out more at
www.tlm-ni.org

4 Book a Speaker
Or host a Leprosy Sunday
service at your church.

Contact us:
T: 028 9262 9500
E: info@tlm-ni.org
www.tlm-ni.org

You can book a speaker and
download resources for your
church at www.tlm-ni.org,
or call 028 9262 9500.

